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ABSTRACT

We present a multi-channel database of overlapping speech for train-
ing, evaluation, and detailed analysis of source separation and ex-
traction algorithms: SMS-WSJ – Spatialized Multi-Speaker Wall
Street Journal. It consists of artificially mixed speech taken from the
WSJ database, but unlike earlier databases we consider all WSJ0+1
utterances and take care of strictly separating the speaker sets present
in the training, validation and test sets. When spatializing the data
we ensure a high degree of randomness w.r.t. room size, array center
and rotation, as well as speaker position. Furthermore, this paper
offers a critical assessment of recently proposed measures of source
separation performance. Alongside the code to generate the database
we provide a source separation baseline and a Kaldi recipe with com-
petitive word error rates to provide common ground for evaluation.

Index Terms — database, multi-channel, source separation,
robust automatic speech recognition, signal to distortion ratio

1. INTRODUCTION

Blind source separation (BSS) aims at extracting the speech signal
of individual speakers from a single- or multi-channel observation
to either feed this to an automatic speech recognition (ASR) system
such as a speech assistant or to play it to a human listener. In recent
years, a number of different algorithms have been developed which
may roughly be grouped into independent component analysis and
non-negative matrix factorization-related algorithms [1, 2, 3], prob-
abilistic spatial models [4, 5, 6], and neural networks [7, 8].

Although the different research directions have shown great
progress, it is rather rare that algorithms of the different research
directions are compared on a common database. Far too often an-
alytic approaches are compared on rather small simulated in-house
databases. It is often argued, that creating such a database is sim-
ple: a publication of the recipe to recreate it is often considered not
beneficial. In contrast, we here argue that database creation actually
needs a lot of thought in order to strike a good balance between con-
trollability and realism. Fairly many neural network-based BSS al-
gorithms are evaluated on the single-channel WSJ0-2MIX database
published alongside [8] because it provides a controlled setup with
access to the source signals (compare [9, Tbl. 1] for an overview).
The database contains 20 000 train mixtures of which only 8769
unique utterances can be used for acoustic model training. Further,
this single-channel database is noise-free and does not contain any
reverberation which limits the number of algorithms which can be
compared on this database as well as raises the question of how well
the findings translate to more realistic scenarios. Wang et al. provide
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a spatialized version of the WSJ0-2MIX database [10]. It, however,
still shares the other limitations of the WSJ0-2MIX database: (a)
little number of unique utterances, (b) verbalized punctuation, e.g.
verbalized full-stop, (c) speakers seen during training are part of
the development set. In contrast, the proposed database removes
all verbalized punctuation utterances to facilitate, e.g., sequence to
sequence ASR model training, keeps the Kaldi Wall Street Journal
(WSJ) split of datasets for compatibility and allows to use all re-
maining 33561 unique utterances for ASR training. The WHAM!
database as well sticks to the WSJ0-2MIX file lists but contains
realistic background noise suitable for single-channel experiments.

The degree of realism of a database is an important factor to
develop, improve, and evaluate algorithms. The CHiME5 database
[11] is fairly realistic with real recordings, frame-drop, synchroniza-
tion issues, broken channels, low signal to noise ratio (SNR) and
spontaneous speech. It provided a Kaldi [12] ASR baseline which
allowed researchers to, e.g., focus on source separation while relying
on the already rather elaborated ASR baseline for evaluation. How-
ever, since the realistic recording scenario did not allow oracles such
as a clean source signal or speech images without overlap at each
microphone, the realism of the database has its cost: Metrics such
as signal to distortion ratio (SDR) are almost impossible to obtain
and the performance comparison reduces to word error rate (WER)
which, for many researchers, is not the measure they optimize for.

In an attempt to provide a more realistic multi-channel database
than earlier mentioned databases and still have full access to all sig-
nals, this simulated database aims to find a compromise between
data realism and accessibility of intermediate signals to encourage
in-depth evaluation of separation algorithms: it uses the WSJ ut-
terances [13] as source signals, contains simulated room impulse re-
sponses, grants access to the speech images at each microphone, and,
in contrast to [14, 15] as well to the early- and late-arriving part of
the speech image. It contrast to [14, 15] it comes with code to ex-
tract different performance metrics and provides a rather competitive
probabilistic spatial model baseline as well as a Kaldi ASR baseline.

The entire code and well as instructions are available online:
https://github.com/fgnt/sms_wsj

The repository contains the BSS recipe, corresponding calls to eval-
uation metrics, and code to train and evaluate the speech recognition
baseline. Consequently, every table in this document can be repro-
duced with the provided code. The documentation and the recipes
reference several external repositories and, thus, provide a conve-
nient entry point to explore other open source contributions.

Sec. 2 introduces the proposed database. Sec. 3 discusses per-
formance metrics and its applicability to multi-channel recordings.
Sec. 4 and Sec. 5 introduce the source separation and speech recog-
nition baseline. Sec. 6 provides insights into which performance
metrics are recommended and provides the evaluation results for the
provided baseline system. Finally, Sec. 7 concludes the proposals.
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2. SMS-WSJ DATABASE DESIGN

Creating a database is a trade-off between realism and controllabil-
ity. We here opted to entirely randomize the geometric setup, sim-
ulate the room impulse responses and compose mixtures based on
WSJ utterances with compatible dataset splits.

The database consists of 33 561, 982, and 1332 train, validation,
and test mixtures, respectively. The utterances were taken from the
si284, dev93, and eval92 WSJ datasets1 and downsampled to
8 kHz. To facilitate acoustic model training it is ensured that the sets
contain as many unique utterances as possible (Each unique utter-
ance is repeated equally often.): the sets contain 33 561, 491, and
333 unique utterances. In contrast, the WSJ0-2MIX [8] and its spa-
tialized counterpart [10] have 20 000 mixtures but only 8769 unique
utterances. Further, we excluded utterances with verbalized punc-
tuation to facilitate training of, e.g., CTC or sequence-to-sequence
acoustic models and to avoid using further filtering.

The length of each mixture is determined by the longest utter-
ance. The shorter utterance is zero-padded with a random uniform
offset. Fig. 2 shows the relative overlap of the utterances. The over-
lap was measured by first identifying the actual beginning and end-
ing of each utterance by analyzing the silence alignments produced
by an acoustic model operating on oracle signals.

The geometric setup is randomly sampled, such that the room
size, the array center, and the array rotation is random. The dis-
tance of each source around the array center is then randomly sam-
pled from U(1m, 2m). Subsequently, the azimuth angle of each
source around the center is uniformly sampled without enforcing any
kind of minimum angular distance, i.e., two sources can potentially
be behind each other as in the MIRD database [16]. The proposed
database allows to analyze the separation performance as a function
of angular distance. The sensor array itself is simulated as a circu-
lar array with radius 10 cm. It is taken care that odd behavior in
the room impulse response (RIR) simulation due to accidental sym-
metries in the geometric setup is avoided, e.g., the connecting line
between a source and a sensor orthogonal with a wall has probability
zero by avoiding discrete positions and an additional slight random
tilt of the circular array. Fig. 1 illustrates the geometric setup.

The RIRs were generated using the image method [17] with the
implementation from [18]2 with a random sound decay time (T60)

1Naming according to the Kaldi WSJ recipe.
2We here provide a thin Python wrapper for [18].
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Fig. 1. Geometry of the SMS-WSJ database. Each aspect of the
geometry is uniformly sampled from the given range. The array is
randomly rotated along all three geometric axes. Only the z-axis
rotation is shown in this figure.
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Fig. 2. Histogram of relative overlap between two active speakers.

sampled from U(200ms, 500ms). It is ensured, that the offset in-
troduced due to time of flight is compensated for all channels at once
to avoid an unrealistic manipulation of the spatial characteristics.

The mixing process in time domain is simulated as follows:

y` =

y`,d=0

...
y`,d=D

 =
∑
k

xk,` + n` =
∑
k

h` ∗ sk,` + n`, (1)

where y` is the observed signal vector at the D microphones for
the sample index `, xk,` is the source image of source k, sk,`
is the source signal at its origin, and n` is artificially generated
white sensor noise with a rather low SNR randomly sampled from
U(20 dB, 30 dB). The ∗ operator is a convolution. We opted
for white sensor noise because a spatially realistic simulation of
background noise is still an unsolved problem, e.g., although the
WHAM! database provides real background noise recordings for
a fixed sensor array [19], however, the background noise can not
be trivially used for other geometries and would not match the
simulated RIRs of the speech sources.

Thanks to the simulated nature of this database, the speech im-
ages x at each microphone can further be decomposed in an early-
arriving part of the signal and a late-arriving part of the signal:

xk,` = x
(early)
k,` + x

(late)
k,` = h

(early)
` ∗ sk,` + h

(late)
` ∗ sk,`. (2)

The RIR start sample was determined by finding the first sample
which is larger than the maximum divided by ten. To consider all mi-
crophones, the RIR start was selected as the smallest value across all
microphones. This value is used to remove the propagation delay in
x. The end of the early part of the RIR was set to be 50ms after the
start sample inspired by the definition in the REVERB database [20]
and the precedence effect [21]. This allows to evaluate dereverber-
ation capabilities of the developed systems as well as training of,
e.g., a neural network to predict the early-arriving part of a speech
signal [22]. Fig. 3 illustrates an example RIR.
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Fig. 3. Semi-logarithmic plot of an example RIR. Differentiating be-
tween the early part and late part of the RIR allows to better analyze
the dereverberation properties of an algorithm or even train neural
networks to predict the less reverberant parts of speech.



3. EVALUATION METRICS

To allow consistent comparison of different algorithms we here dis-
cuss and recommend a selection of performance metrics applicable
in a multi-speaker multi-channel far-field scenario. For the sake of
simplicity, the here presented equations for the metrics are only de-
fined for a single speaker and ignore the permutation problem.

First of all, it is worth noting, that selecting the right perfor-
mance metric is an ongoing debate [23, 9]. Therefore, we first dis-
cuss different SDR variants. In its most restrictive form SDR can
be defined as the ratio of the power of the signal of interest (here
the speech source signal, not the speech image) and the power of
that part of the signal of interest, which cannot be explained by the
prediction [9, Eq. 1], [24, Sec. II.]:∑

` |sk,`|
2∑

` |sk,` − ŝk,`|2
. (3)

This metric is appropriate, when it can be assured that the oracle
signal and the estimate have matching scaling. This can be the case
for, e.g., single-channel applications where an anechoic signal is cor-
rupted by additive noise. A delay, a short RIR or a gain factor would
be penalized heavily. A somewhat less strict SDR definition allows
an arbitrary gain mismatch by scaling the prediction to match the
scale of the signal of interest. To stay consistent with [9, Eq. 2 and
3], we call this SI-SDR here:∑

` |sk|
2∑

` |sk,` − βŝk,`|2
for β such that sk,` ⊥ (sk,` − βŝk,`) (4)

=

∑
` |αsk,`|

2∑
` |αsk,` − ŝk,`|2

for α = argmin
α
|αsk,` − ŝk,`|2. (5)

This SI-SDR metric is applicable, when a constant gain is expected,
e.g. when a regression model uses a variance normalization. BSS-
Eval SDR, as defined in [24, Sec. III.B.] allows filtering with an
arbitrary impulse response up to a maximum length τmax = 512:∑

` |α`∗sk,`|
2∑

` |α`∗sk,`−ŝk,`|2
for α` = argmin

α`

∑
`

|α`∗sk,`−ŝk,`|2. (6)

Consequently, a gain, slight time delay as well as equalization ef-
fects do not harm the actual metric. This allows, e.g., a low pass
filter, but counts late reverberation as artifacts [23]. This is criti-
cized in [9, Sec. 2.4.] since an enhancement system may exploit the
invariance wrt. such an impulse response. However, as will be dis-
cussed in Sec. 6, a certain linear filtering effect, such as switching
the reference microphone in a compact array, should not influence
the performance metric.

The invasive SDR metric assumes a linear enhancement, e.g.
channel selection and mask multiplication, beamforming, or dere-
verberation. To compute the score the enhancement Ok{} with pa-
rameters estimated on the observation aims to extract source k and
is applied to individual signal components independently:∑

` |Ok {xk,`}|
2∑

`(
∑
k̃ 6=k

∣∣Ok {xk̃,`}∣∣2 + ∣∣Ok {nk̃,`}∣∣2) (7)

Variants of invasive SDR are extensively used in beamforming lit-
erature. Its main advantage is the avoidance of any estimation or
projection as in BSS-Eval SDR and its natural extension to multiple
channels. The database at hand supports this metric due to access to
the speech images.

Both perceptual evaluation of speech quality (PESQ) [25],
which was originally developed for telephone channel evaluation
and short time objective intelligibility (STOI) [26] aim at measuring
the perceptual quality of speech and, as such, provide a complemen-
tary metric to the SDR metrics. A system which exploits deficiencies
of an SDR metric, e.g., a system eliminating entire frequencies and
produces overly optimistic SDR values [9, Fig. 2] is likely to per-
form poorly in terms of PESQ and STOI.

Finally, evaluating the performance of a speech enhancement
or source separation front-end with an acoustic model in terms of
WERs comes with its own set of advantages and disadvantages. First
of all, many minor improvements of the speech signal by the front-
end may be eaten up by a strong acoustic model: stronger acous-
tic models favor front-ends which exploit cues which the acoustic
model does not have access to. Nevertheless, WER is one of the
hardest metrics to cheat: a front-end which results in excellent WER
is rarely just exploiting some specifics of the metric.

4. SOURCE SEPARATION BASELINE RECIPE

The utility of a database stands and falls with the availability of a
reasonable baseline. Therefore, we provide a BSS recipe consisting
of a spatial clustering followed by a beamforming operation.

The spatial clustering model is a complex angular central Gaus-
sian mixture model (cACGMM) operating on all microphone chan-
nels [27]. It is defined by the following marginal distribution with a
time-dependent mixture weight [28]:

p(yt,f ) =

K+1∑
k=1

πk,t
(D − 1)!

2πD detBk,f

1

(yH
t,fB

−1
k,fyt,f )

D
. (8)

The mixture model is initialized randomly with K + 1 classes
(an extra class for the noise estimate) such that the class affilia-
tion posterior of each time frequency bin is independently sampled
from a uniform (K + 1)-dimensional Dirichlet distribution. The
parameters of the model are then estimated using the expectation
maximization (EM) algorithm with an inline permutation alignment
step [29] for the time-dependent mixture weight. After convergence,
the cACGMM yields class affiliation posteriors which can then, be
used for a mask-based beamforming. Here, we use Souden’s for-
mulation of the minimum variance distortionless response (MVDR)
beamformer [30] with a reference channel selection based on ex-
pected output SNR [31, Sec. 4]. The speech and distortion covari-
ance matrices are estimated as the weighted mean of outer products
of the observation vector yt,f using masks obtained from the mix-
ture model. The mask for the distortion matrix is obtained by sum-
ming up all masks not belonging to the target speaker.

5. SPEECH RECOGNITION BASELINE RECIPE

The baseline acoustic model is a factorized time-delayed neural net-
work (TDNN-F) based on the WSJ Kaldi recipe [12]. For boot-
strapping, a GMM-HMM system is trained first. Then, due to the
nature of this database, the alignments are extracted on the early-
arriving speech image x(early)k=0,`,d. This has the advantage, that the
alignments have the appropriate time shift for the speech images, i.e.,
the propagation delay and random start and stop times are already
accounted for. These alignments are then used to train an acoustic
model consisting of 8 TDNN-F layers. The reverberant noisy images
xk,`,d + n`,d for multiple channels and both speakers are chosen to
ensures that the acoustic model saw as much variability during train-
ing as possible, while not training on separation results. The final
word sequence is obtained by decoding the state posteriors with a
default WSJ tri-gram Kaldi language model without an additional
n-best rescoring.



Table 1. Comparison of the specifics of different metrics. The metrics are extracted and averaged for the both speaker with varying oracle
predictions (rows) and varying reference signals (columns). The time index ` and speaker index k are dropped for clarity.

Reference for SI-SDR / dB Reference for BSS-Eval SDR / dB Training data for WER / %

s x
(early)
d=0 xd=0 s x

(early)
d=0 xd=0 s x

(early)
d xd xd + nd

Pr
ed

ic
tc

an
di

da
te

s inf −18.1 −18.4 275.3 −2.0 −2.7 5.3 7.2 5.9 6.8

x
(early)
d=0 −18.1 inf 11.8 54.4 266.3 15.3 14.0 6.3 6.7 7.3

x
(early)
d=1 −18.3 −0.2 −1.1 54.7 10.0 7.7 14.1 6.3 6.8 7.3

xd=0 −18.4 11.8 inf 14.9 15.8 266.5 46.1 19.4 7.8 8.7

xd=1 −18.6 −1.1 −0.3 15.0 8.5 8.4 46.3 19.3 7.7 8.5

xd=0 + nd=0 −18.5 11.0 21.9 13.5 14.1 21.9 52.0 26.0 12.8 9.0

xd=1 + nd=1 −18.7 −1.2 −0.4 13.5 8.1 7.9 52.1 25.9 12.7 9.0

6. EVALUATION

The evaluation section is split in two parts. First, we investigate
how different SDR variants react to the reverberant far-field scenario.
Then, we compare the proposed baseline with different oracles.

Tbl. 1 provides detailed performance metrics in case a certain
oracle is used as the prediction signal (rows) when a certain oracle is
used as the reference (columns). We will now dissect the table step
by step to shed light on which reference to use and which perfor-
mance metrics is favorable.

First of all, we notice the healthy property that both SI-SDR as
well as BSS-Eval SDR have extremely high values when the predic-
tion and the reference coincide. We can now investigate, how the
different performance metrics change, when we switch the channel
of the oracle. Since we operate with a rather compact array, the dif-
ference between channel 0 and channel 1 is inaudible. Consequently,
changing the channel of the predicted image from x0 to x1 does not
change the word error rate, no matter on what the acoustic model
was trained. However, the SI-SDR changes dramatically from infin-
ity to−0.3 dB when the oracle prediction system predict the speech
image at sensor 1 instead of sensor 0 and the reference is sensor 0.
Thus, we need to find a reference signal and a performance met-
ric, which changes only little, when a system perfectly predicts the
speech image, just not at the reference sensor. We quickly notice,
that BSS-Eval SDR with the source signal s as a reference has this
favorable property: both early-arriving speech images have around
54 dB, both speech images have 15 dB and both noisy observations
(without interfering speaker) have 13.5 dB. The further we deviate
from the source signal s, the lower the metric is. In contrast, SI-SDR
has around −18 dB for almost all oracle predictions when using the
source signal s as a reference. This is due to the fact, that SI-SDR
does not allow deviations explained by a short FIR filter. BSS-Eval
SDR allows a short FIR filter with a maximum delay of 512 samples
(here 64ms). It is worth noting, that the actual time of flight is al-
ready compensated by the database design. The behavior of SI-SDR
can thus not be attributed to the time of flight.

In general, we notice that the WERs are rather stable with re-
spect to which channel the oracle prediction system produces. Fur-
ther, we realize that the best WERs for a specific input are obtained
with matched training. We may conclude, that the training data
should not be cleaner than the test data, e.g., we should not train on
s when we expect a BSS prediction to be closer to a noisy image. In
most practical cases, when the acoustic model is not retrained on the
enhanced data, it is advisable to use multi-condition training, e.g.,
expose the acoustic model to as much variability as possible.

In conclusion of the metric discussion, we first of all recom-
mend to use more than one metric including WER: this dramatically
reduces the likelihood, that a system exploits specifics of one partic-
ular metric. Further, we recommend to use BSS-Eval SDR with the
source signal s over SI-SDR to evaluate far-field scenarios.

Now, we evaluate the baseline recipe described in Sec. 4 and 5.
First, short time Fourier transform (STFT) signals for the BSS algo-
rithm were extracted using a Hann window, a window size of 512, a
discrete Fourier transformation (DFT) size of 512, and a shift of 128
for the 8 kHz signals. After applying the beamforming operation, the
signals are transformed back to the discrete time domain before the
40 variance normalized MFCC features were extracted. All results
are presented on the test set with the language model weight selected
on the validation set. Tbl. 2 shows the metrics without any BSS
algorithm in the first row. The second and third row shows the re-
sults for the baseline cACGMM with masking on channel 0 and with
beamforming, respectively. The beamforming results, in particular
in terms of WER, are clearly better than the masking results. The
oracle results (in gray) indicate that there is sufficient room for (a)
better source separation and (b) masks more appropriate for masking
and/or beamforming.

7. CONCLUSIONS

In this contribution we introduced a simulated database to allow
comparison of BSS algorithms in a far-field scenario. We provide
a BSS baseline and a competitive acoustic model to facilitate de-
tailed comparisons of BSS algorithms with a given acoustic model.
Further we discussed and analyzed different performance metrics
and provide concrete recommendations: use multiple complemen-
tary metrics including WER and prefer BSS-Eval SDR over SI-SDR
in a far-field scenario.

Table 2. Test results of the baseline recipe. Oracles are denoted in
gray. All metrics are averaged across all utterances and speakers.

System SDR / dB PESQ STOI WER

BSS-Eval Invasive / %

yl,d=0 −0.4 −0.0 1.50 0.66 79.03

MM, Masking 9.5 13.9 1.83 0.78 39.00
MM, MVDR 12.3 15.7 2.06 0.82 18.70

IRM, MVDR 12.5 15.7 2.02 0.82 17.19
IBM, MVDR 12.9 16.9 2.06 0.83 14.50
xk,`,d=0 14.9 n/a 2.05 0.83 8.73

x
(early)
k,`,d=0

54.4 n/a 2.35 0.86 7.34
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